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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a method to realize traffic infor-
mation sharing among cars using inter-vehicle communica-
tion. When traffic information on a target area is retained
by ordinary cars near the area, the information may be lost
when the density of cars becomes low. In our method, we
use the message ferrying technique together with the neigh-
boring broadcast to mitigate this problem. We use buses
which travel through regular routes as ferries. We let buses
maintain the traffic information statistics in each area re-
ceived from its neighboring cars. We implemented the pro-
posed system, and conducted performance evaluation using
traffic simulator NETSTREAM. As a result, we have con-
firmed that the proposed method can achieve better perfor-
mance than using only neighboring broadcast.

1 Introduction

In these days, the traffic jam in urban areas is becom-
ing a big problem in many countries [1]. In Japan, as one
of traffic information dissemination systems, VICS (Vehi-
cle Information and Communication System) is widely used
[2]. VICS provides latest traffic information to cars via FM
broadcast and various types of beacons. However, in VICS,
all of traffic information must be gathered to one place to
be processed and formatted before broadcast. Thus, a lit-
tle time lag could be introduced between received informa-
tion and current situation. Moreover, special devices are
required to collect traffic information. So, VICS provides
traffic information mainly on highways or trunk roads.

Recently, inter-vehicle communication protocols have
been proposed, where cars exchange information with each
other in real time using multi hop communication of wire-

less LANs [3, 4]. Refs.[5, 6] have proposed inter-vehicle
protocols with higher information arrival rate for realis-
tic environments by adjusting communication timings de-
pending on traffic flows generated by traffic simulator NET-
STREAM [7]. Those protocols aim to propagate simple in-
formation among cars in a relatively narrow area.

In our previous work [8], we have proposed a method for
traffic information sharing among cars using inter-vehicle
communication. This method divides a target road system
to fixed sub-regions called areas. Each car measures time
to pass an area for each pair of roads entering/exiting the
area, and generates traffic information statistics from the in-
formation received from cars which passed the same pair
of roads. Cars exchange and aggregate traffic information
of each area using inter-vehicle communication. In this
method, each car holds statistics information of only cur-
rent area and its neighborhood areas. Consequently, it be-
comes a problem that traffic information statistics may be
lost when a density of cars becomes temporarily low.

To mitigate this problem, in this paper, we use the mes-
sage ferrying technique [9]. We use buses which travel
through regular routes, as message ferries. We suppose that
buses have larger storage than other vehicles, and hold traf-
fic information statistics of all areas received from neigh-
boring vehicles. Thereby, we attempt to avoid losing traffic
information statistics. We also let buses measure time to
pass each area by themselves in order to provide traffic in-
formation on areas with few cars.

We implemented above mechanisms to traffic flow simu-
lator NETSTREM and evaluated usefulness of our proposed
method. As a result, we have confirmed that the proposed
method can maintain traffic information more stably than
our previous work without ferries.
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2 Traffic Information Collection by Inter-
Vehicle Communication

In this section, we briefly explain about our previous
work for collecting traffic information by inter-vehicle com-
munication [8]. Then, we identify problems in our previous
work.

2.1 Overview of our previous work

Our purpose is to allow cars to autonomously collect
traffic information and estimate the arrival times at their
destinations, without special infrastructures such as VICS
system [2], which consists of special devices and servers.

Our previous work only requires each car to equip with
wireless LAN device (such as IEEE802.11b), GPS device
and car computer with small amount of memory and hard
disk drive which stores road map. Latest car navigation sys-
tems equip with most of the above devices.

We assume that road map is given as a graph consisting
of nodes and links, where nodes represent intersections and
links do roads between two neighboring intersections.

In order to collect traffic information efficiently, we
adopted the following policy.

• We divide the road map into rectangular regions (with
several hundreds meter sides) called areas. A unique
ID is assigned to each area. We assume that all car
computers have the border information with the road
map.

• We let each car autonomously measure the time (called
area passing time) to pass each area using GPS device.
In order to consider the influence of traffic lights and
turns at intersections, the area passing time is accumu-
lated and averaged over samples with the same pair of
incoming link and outgoing link. This pair is called
linkpair, hereafter.

• We let each car broadcast a data including area passing
time and the car ID so that neighboring cars receive it
and calculate statistics information (i.e., average area
passing time) for each linkpair. The statistics informa-
tion is also exchanged between cars by broadcast.

2.1.1 Measurement of area passing time

For example, in Fig. 1, suppose that dotted lines show area
border. In Fig. 1, there are five links α, β, γ, δ and ε which
stride over the area border in the center area. In this area,
there are 5 × 4 = 20 linkpairs. So, for this area, the statis-
tics information for these 20 linkpairs is generated by inter-
vehicle communication.

The measurement of area passing time is carried out as
follows: (1) when a car notices by GPS that it crosses area
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Figure 1. The example of the area passage

border and enters a new area A, it records the area ID of
A, the ID of the link (il) on which the car is running as
incoming link, and the current time T ; (2) When the car
crosses the area border again, it records the ID of the link
(ol ) on which it is running as outgoing link, and the elapsed
time from T as the area passing time of linkpair (il, ol).
Then, it repeats the procedure from (1).

When each car generates the area passing time, it broad-
casts the data to its radio range. Other cars generate the
statistics information from bunch of received data includ-
ing area passing times and propagate the statistics data by
inter-vehicle communication.

2.1.2 Treatment of Statistics Information

If the number of received data items of area passing times
increases, cars may not be able to exchange the data items
with other cars by broadcast, because the available band-
width is limited. So, we introduce a threshold C to denote
the maximum number of data items on area passing time.
Each car can hold C data items on area passing time per
linkpair for the maximum. When the number of data items
exceeds C, statistics information is generated by averag-
ing over C area passing times. In order to avoid duplicated
count of statistics data, a hash value calculated by car IDs
contained in data items on area passing times is attached to
each statistics data.

Each car broadcasts both data items on area passing time
and statistics data which it holds. When other cars receive
statistics data on a linkpair, it compares its hash value with
that of the statistics data on the same linkpair. If two hash
values are identical, the received statistics data is discarded.

Each car retains the data generated for a set of areas
called responsible areas. The responsible areas of each car
contain the area where the car is running and its neighbor-
ing areas. When each car crosses the area border, the data
outside its responsible areas are discarded.



2.2 Problems

As explained in the previous section, in our previous
work, traffic information on an area is retained by cars
whose responsible areas contain the area. So, when den-
sity of cars in an area decreases temporarily, the collected
traffic information may be lost completely.

In this paper, we try to mitigate this problem using the
message ferrying technique proposed in [9]. The purpose of
message ferrying is to achieve efficient data propagation in
disconnected ad hoc networks. In this technique, all nodes
are classified into regular nodes and message ferries. Here,
regular nodes move freely, but ferries move regularly along
the known routes. Regular nodes send messages to ferries or
receive messages from ferries. Ferries can collect messages
from regular nodes, move to other disconnected portion of
ad hoc networks, and send the collected messages there.

Our basic idea is to use buses as ferries in our traffic
information collection system.

3 Proposed Method

We use buses as message ferries to improve efficiency of
message propagation for the following two cases.
case1: Traffic information of an area is lost when car
density of the area becomes low temporarily.
case2: Cars cannot obtain traffic information of an area
when there is no other car with the latest traffic information
on the area.

We suppose that buses equip with devices described in
Sect. 2, similarly to normal cars, where the buses have
HDDs with larger capacities.

For case1, we let buses keep statistics information re-
ceived from other normal cars or buses on all areas and dis-
seminate the information to normal cars periodically to mit-
igate information loss on areas with low car density.

For case2, we let buses disseminate statistics information
collected in the past (e.g., the information received when the
bus passed the area) and the area passing time which they
measured by themselves.

Amount of statistical information which each bus retains
increases as time passes, if the bus does not discard any in-
formation. Also, the bus may not be able to disseminate all
of information stored in its HDD due to limitation of avail-
able bandwidth of the wireless network. So, we let buses
disseminate statistical information of the current area and
its neighboring areas. If the bus has multiple versions of
statistical information on the same area, only the latest in-
formation is sent.

4 Experimental Results

In order to investigate the impact of our proposed method
on information propagation efficiency, we have imple-

mented our method and conducted simulation with traf-
fic flow simulator NETSTREAM [7] developed by Toyota
Central R&D Labs.

4.1 Simulation of Inter-Vehicle Communication

We implemented a network simulator which communi-
cates with NETSTREAM every second. Our simulator sim-
ulates inter-vehicle communication as follows.

Radio ranges of buses and normal cars were set to 100
meters. When multiple cars including buses broadcast traf-
fic information at the same time in a radio range, packet
collisions may occur. So, we divide one second to 100 time
slots with 10ms, and give each car which wants to send data
a timeslot decided by generating a random value between
0 and 99. When multiple cars with the same value are in a
radio range, we consider that packet collision occurred be-
tween those cars.

In order to limit the maximum available bandwidth in
the simulation within actually available bandwidth of IEEE
802.11b, we divided each area into several sub-areas called
communication areas with 200 meter sides, and only 150
Kbytes of packets can be broadcast per second in each com-
munication area. We approximate the ratio P of each car’s
successful packet reception depending on the distance be-
tween the sender and the receiver by the following formula.

P = 0.98
(
1 − x

D

)
(1)

Here, x is the distance between two cars, and D is the max-
imum distance capable of communication (i.e., radius of a
radio range).

4.2 Simulation Configuration

For simulation, we used the following road system as
shown in Fig. 2: the field size is about 1.2km × 1.2km,
the size of each area is 300m × 300m, the size of commu-
nication area is 200m × 200m, the number of nodes (inter-
sections) is 19, the number of links is 78, and the legal speed
limit of each link is 16.6m/s (60km/h). We assume that all
cars equip with car computers which execute our method.

We let each car broadcast the area passing time as soon as
it is measured, and broadcast the traffic information statis-
tics which the car retains every 5 seconds. Radius of the
radio range is 100 meters for both buses and normal cars,
the maximum amount of broadcast packet is 150Kbytes per
second in each communication area. We kept the car den-
sity somewhat low by regulating the number of cars in the
simulation to 70 (0.007 cars/m2) for the maximum.

We specified two different routes a and b in the road sys-
tem as shown in Fig. 2, and let buses follow routes a and b
every 5 minutes and 7 minutes, respectively. The movement



Table 1. Number of Cars Retaining Traffic Information
Route C − D − E on bus route a

time without buses with buses
(min) cars all cars cars all cars

10 3 25 4 27
20 0 40 0 43
30 0 52 0 53
40 0 38 19 39
50 1 37 5 36
60 8 18 8 18

Route A − G − J on bus route b

without buses with buses
cars all cars cars all cars

2 11 6 10
10 16 15 18
2 17 16 18
6 10 10 10
1 11 10 11
2 6 0 5

Route M − N − R not on bus route

without buses with buses
cars all cars cars all cars

0 17 0 18
8 18 9 18
0 33 0 31
6 27 5 30
4 17 4 17
3 9 3 9

of normal cars is specified by adjusting traffic of the routes
configured with NETSTREAM. Here, we considered routes
C − I − L − N − R and F − L − K − J to be the main
road and specified that the car density on the roads becomes
higher than other links.

Using the above configuration, we conducted the simu-
lation for 60 minutes.
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Figure 2. Bus Routes

4.3 Experimental Results and Consideration

We compared the numbers of cars which retain traffic
information statistics between two cases: with and without
buses. We focused on the following three routes: C−D−E
in area A5, A − G − J in area A13, and M − N − R in
area A6. Here, route C − D − E and A − G − J are on
bus routes a and b, respectively. On the other hand, route
M − N − R is not on any bus routes. We show the results
for these three routes in Table 1. Here, time shows the time
elapsed since simulation started, and cars and all cars rep-
resent the number of cars where statistics information can
be obtaind by each car through our method and the number
of cars which actually passed the route, respectively.

For routes C − D − E and A − G − J , we see that

there are more cars which keep traffic information when we
use buses than the case without buses. Especially on route
A−G−J , the impact of using buses is prominent. At time
20 and 30 for route C−D−E, there is no improvement by
buses. This is because there were no cars in the radio ranges
of the bus during this time interval. For route M − N − R,
we see that there is almost no effect by buses since the cars
following this route can hardly communicate with buses.

From the above result, we believe that our proposed
method makes it possible to maintain traffic information to
a certain extent even when car density becomes low tem-
porarily.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an extension of our previ-
ous work to improve efficiency of traffic information shar-
ing using inter-vehicle communication. We implemented
the proposed method and experimented with traffic simula-
tor NETSTREAM. As a result, we have confirmed that our
method based on the message ferrying technique improves
the efficiency to a certain extent. As part of future work, we
enhance our method to utilize ferries more aggressively to
further improve efficiency of traffic information sharing.
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